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This checklist summarises the actions we are working through with our clients to 
ensure their pension schemes are responding appropriately to the unprecedented 
circumstances as a result of COVID-19. We hope it acts as a helpful checklist and 
recommend all trustees and employers discuss these points with their advisers. 

The actions should be taken in the context of guidance from the Pensions Regulator. This guidance is set out on the  
Pensions Regulator’s website at: https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/covid-19-coronavirus-what-you-need-to-consider.  

This guidance does not remove the need for trustees to consider the right approach for their scheme.

Important headline actions

1.  Ensure you can govern – trustees should set up processes to ensure they can continue to run the scheme.

2. Pay benefits – prioritise ensuring benefits can be paid in line with the Pensions Regulator’s guidance.

3.  Protect members – communicate with and protect members, noting that scams are on the rise.  
Ensure options are fit for purpose.

4.  Review funding – understand how the funding position is being affected and review contingency plans.

5.  Review investments – understand investment risks in the current environment and action you can take.

6.  Trustee and employer engagement – review covenant and contribution affordability.

7.  Review specific actions for DC schemes (trustees and employers).

8.  Confirm actions in line with regulatory guidance – check you are carrying out all of the actions  
the Pensions Regulator expects.

COVID-19: Key actions  
for pension scheme trustees

This guidance is designed to support trustees facing difficult decisions and 
circumstances, and should not supersede trustees’ fiduciary duties, their obligations 
under the scheme rules, or the legislation. We are not authorising, encouraging or 
compelling a particular course of action – we expect trustees to do the right thing for 
their situation and members. This document highlights some good practice ideas and 
outlines our current response to legislative breaches or trustee actions.

The Pensions Regulator 

https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/covid-19-coronavirus-what-you-need-to-consider
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1. Ensure you can govern

You need to be alive to risks that would have significant consequences for your scheme 
and members. Assess whether your business continuity plan (BCP) is still adequate…

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you checked and reviewed your business plan? Ensure it is up to date and fit 
for purpose in the current climate.

2. Have you confirmed with each trustee, especially those who are company nominated 
and may now be heavily involved in the business, that they remain able to join trustee 
meetings and take action? Do you have a contingency plans for trustee absence in 
the event of illness. Have you considered using a professional trustee firm to provide 
short-term expertise and cover?

3. Have you set up online processes for trustee meetings? Have you considered the 
frequency and number of meetings you will need to on separate topics to get on top  
of current circumstances?

4. Do you have a trustee meeting protocol, setting out how discussions will take place 
using online technology and how decisions will be made?

5. Have you reviewed your delegated powers and discretions and how these will 
operate in the current environment?

6. Have you asked and had confirmation back from advisers and providers that key 
administrative deadlines have been met (for example Scheme Returns)?

Completed?
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2. Pay benefits

1.  Have you spoken to and had formal confirmation from your providers that they 
have robust, secure processes in place to continue pensioner payroll and the 
payment of other benefits?

2. Have you reviewed processes for members to continue to contact the scheme and 
administrators? Have you confirmed administration teams can operate remotely 
with secure access to member data?

3. Have you received and reviewed the business continuity plans from all advisers and 
providers? Have you reviewed the operation of in-house teams if relevant?

4. Have you checked that the processes for authorising and making financial transactions 
are still robust? Have you put in place contingency plans for key signatories becoming  
ill or unavailable?

Work with your administrators to make sure they deliver critical processes. These include:
•	paying	members’	benefits
•	 retirement	processing
•	 bereavement	services,	as	well	as	any	administrative	functions	required	to	support	these
•	 any	processes	needed	to	ensure	benefits	are	accurate	(eg	investing	contributions	for	

defined contribution schemes)

You should work flexibly with your administrators to support them in delivering  
core functions.

The Pensions Regulator

Completed?
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3. Protect members

Completed?

Trustees should give greater attention to the heightened risk of members being  
targeted by scammers and unscrupulous financial advisers.

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you identified and consider options to ensure you can continue to 
communicate effectively with members? Do you have contingency plans for reduced 
or suspended postal services in case these become limited or are stopped in future?

2. Do you have members’ email addresses to ensure you can communicate 
electronically? Have you understood and introduced online member verification 
processes? Have you considered using the XPS Member Engagement Hub to 
gather the required information and verify members online?

3. Do you have or are you looking at putting in place an online portal to be able  
to quickly communicate to members?

4. Have you sent members a communication outlining the action the trustees are 
taking and confirming how the trustees are ensuring that benefits will continue  
to be paid?

5. Have you reviewed protections the scheme provides given the heightened risk  
of scam activity? Do you have a means to talk directly to members to make them 
aware of the increased risk, such as the XPS Pension Scams Identification Service?

6. Have you carried out a review of transfer values and key member option factors  
(e.g. cash commutation)?

7.  Have you formally considered (and perhaps decided) whether or not to use  
the Pensions Regulator’s easement to suspend transfer values until 30 June 2020?

8. Have you considered the merit of using member profiling tools to identify whether 
members are more exposed to scams through social media; and to understand the 
potential effectiveness of different communication routes?
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4. Review funding

We do not expect trustees who are close to completing their valuations to revisit their 
valuation assumptions.

Trustees are not required to take into account post valuation experience, but we 
expect trustees to consider it when agreeing recovery plans, with a focus on whether 
provisionally agreed DRCs are still affordable for the employer.

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you reviewed the impact of current market movements on your scheme’s 
funding level? 

2. Do you have a process to monitor the impact of current circumstances  
on scheme funding?

3. If a valuation is in progress; have you considered the Pensions Regulator’s  
guidance on completing a valuation and allowing for post valuation experience?

4. If a valuation is imminent; have you discussed whether a different valuation date 
could be used or how you will reflect the Pensions Regulator’s guidance if you 
decide to continue with a valuation at the valuation date?

5. Have you checked whether any existing contingent funding triggers have now  
been triggered, and considered how you will engage with the employer on these?

6. Have you reviewed the impact of events on your journey plan and likelihood  
of achieving the scheme’s long term targets? Have you identified what changes 
are needed to correct the journey? Have you checked and confirmed that risk 
management plans remain robust? Have you checked that journey and risk 
management plans are best practice in light of the funding code consultation?

7.  Have you checked with the employer, and reviewed with them, if their appetite  
and ability to support risk has changed? Have you checked with the employer 
whether their view on the appropriate level of cash funding has changed?

8. Have you reviewed de-risking plans, and in particular have you checked current 
insurer pricing where this was part of plans?

Completed?
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5. Review investments

Trustees should do the following: 
•	 review	their	scheme’s	cashflow	requirements...
•	 review	and	manage	specific	risks	which	may	now	exist...
•	 review	any	previously	agreed	investment	and	risk	management	decisions...
•	 review	their	investment	governance	structures	and	delegations...
•	 assess...whether	they	should	make	any	changes	to	their	investment	and	risk	

management governance framework.

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you tested and reviewed your investment risk tolerances in the current 
climate – especially what the employer is comfortable supporting in light of possible 
deterioration in covenant?

2. Have you reviewed your liquidity and short-term cashflow requirements, particularly 
in light of possible changes to the employer’s ability to make contributions and 
liquidity in investments?

3. Have you checked your interest rate and inflation hedging has performed in line 
with expectations and considered increasing or refining the hedge to provide 
further protection?

4. Have you assessed your underlying sector and regional exposure to understand if 
any undesirable concentrations now exist (for example exposure to industry sectors 
heavily impacted by the economic consequences of COVID-19)?

5. If in the process of implementing a change to your strategy, have you reassessed  
if it continues to be suitable in light of developments?

6. Have you consider holding a greater cash buffer to meet benefit payments (noting 
the importance of not using the trustee bank account for this purpose)?

Completed?
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6. Trustee and employer engagement

Engaging with the employer will be complicated by the many new demands on their 
time resulting from managing the impact of the situation and the fact that, with many 
fundamentals of business operations changing in a dramatic and unpredictable way, 
forecasting will be difficult. Nevertheless, as a key stakeholder, you should be kept 
informed with the best available information, but also accept that this will not be as 
robust as it would normally be.

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you engaged with the employer to understand how their business and trade  
may be impacted?

2. Have you been provided with information and reviewed this to understand the 
consequences of the business continuity plans of the employer? Are you aware  
of contingency planning by the employer and how this may impact the pension 
scheme and members?

3. Have you agreed with the employer how they will keep the trustees up to date  
on their business as circumstances develop?

4. Have you read and considered the Pensions Regulator’s guidance on distressed 
employers and suspending employer contributions, and decided how the trustees 
will respond to any related requests?

5. Have you considered and put in place contingency plans for how the scheme will 
continue to operate and take advice in the event the employer asks to suspend 
contributions including expenses?

Completed?
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 7. Further DC specific actions 

Trustees should: 
•	 consider	how	individual	members	might	react	in	the	current	environment...
•	 review	and	manage	specific	risks	that	may	now	exist	within	their	portfolios	or	with	 

their service providers...
•	 review	any	previously	agreed	investment	and	risk	management	decisions...
•	 review	their	investment	governance	structures	and	delegations...
•	 assess…whether	any	changes	to	their	governance	framework	or	provider	

arrangements should be made.

The Pensions Regulator 

1.  Contingency planning on DC contributions by the employer is becoming more 
common place. Have you considered possible options the employer may look at 
around changing contributions – reducing, ceasing, and restructuring – and their 
implications on the scheme? 

2. Have you identified risks and considered implications for benefits if an employer is 
furloughing employees – for example the impact on risk benefits and any mismatch  
in Government levels of protection and actual member contributions?

3. Have you considered the implications of member requests to reduce or opt out  
of contributing? Do you have communications in place to respond to and manage 
these member requests?

4. Have you communicated with DC members about market volatility, scams and 
where to get help?

5. Have you considered and identified necessary targeted communications to specific 
members, especially those closer to retirement?

6. Have you checked that the investment strategy remains fit for purpose – including 
whether is it reacting as expected? Have you identified any deviations and 
variances and considered actions in response?

7.  Have you reviewed investment strategy (both default and self-select funds)  
to consider if amendments are required?

8. Have you assessed and determined whether ‘at retirement’ member support  
on retirement options is robust in current markets?

9. Have you identified if your scheme is affected and then managed the impact  
of the current suspension of property fund investments?

Completed?

While a significant number of actions in this checklist are relevant for defined contribution benefits,  
we have collated some specific actions for these benefits below. 
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8. Actions in response to regulator guidance

There are a whole range of issues that trustees, employers and their advisers are facing 
as a result of COVID-19 (coronavirus). We are producing guidance to provide support for 
those facing difficult decisions and circumstances.

We will provide further guidance in the coming weeks and months once we have a 
better idea of the extent of the crisis, its possible impacts and the package of measures 
that governments and other organisations intend to adopt.

The Pensions Regulator

1.  Have you made all trustees aware of the Pensions Regulator’s COVID-19 guidance 
and support pages?

2. Do you have a plan in place to ensure that the trustees are aware of when new 
guidance is posted to ensure the scheme remains up to date with emerging guidance?

3. Have you been through all guidance issued by the Pensions Regulator in respect of 
COVID-19, and have you taken action in the areas that are relevant for your scheme?

Completed?

@xpsgroup

xpspensionsgroup

t 020 3326 6101

Wayne Segers
Head of Pensions Solutions

e wayne.segers@
xpsgroup.com

t 020 3967 3895

Simeon Willis
Chief Investment Officer

e simeon.willis@
xpsgroup.com

t 0118 313 0789

Robert Wallace
Head of Governance

e robert.wallace@
xpsgroup.com

Talk to us
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https://twitter.com/xpsgroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/xpspensionsgroup
mailto:wayne.segers%40xpsgroup.com?subject=
mailto:wayne.segers%40xpsgroup.com?subject=
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Contact us  
xpsgroup.com

Belfast 
T: 028 9032 8282

1st Floor – Flax House  
83-91 Adelaide Street  
Belfast  
BT2 8FF

Edinburgh 
T: 0131 370 2600

3rd Floor – West Wing 
40 Torphichen Street 
Edinburgh  
EH3 8JB

Manchester 
T: 0161 393 6860

82 King Street 
Manchester  
M2 4WQ

Reading 
T: 0118 918 5000

Phoenix House 
1 Station Hill 
Reading  
RG1 1NB

Birmingham 
T: 0121 230 1900

1 Colmore Row 
Birmingham  
B3 2BJ

Guildford 
T: 01483 330 100

Tempus Court 
Onslow Street 
Guildford  
GU1 4SS

Middlesbrough
T: 01642 727331

Vancouver House
Gurney Street
Middlesbrough
TS1 1JL

Stirling 
T: 01786 237 042

Scotia House 
Castle Business Park 
Stirling  
FK9 4TZ

Bristol 
T: 0117 202 0400

33 – 35 Queen Square 
Bristol  
BS1 4LU

Leeds 
T: 0113 244 0200

10 South Parade 
Leeds  
LS1 5AL

Newcastle 
T: 0191 341 0660

4th Floor – Wellbar Central 
Gallowgate 
Newcastle  
NE1 4TD

Wokingham 
T: 0118 313 0700

Albion 
Fishponds Road 
Wokingham  
RG41 2QE

Chelmsford 
T: 01245 673 500

Priory Place 
New London Road 
Chelmsford  
CM2 0PP

London 
T: 020 3967 3895

11 Strand 
London  
WC2N 5HR 

Perth 
T: 01738 503 400

Saltire House 
3 Whitefriars Crescent 
Perth  
PH2 0PA

Please direct all email  
enquiries to: 
E: enquiries@xpsgroup.com

© XPS Pensions Group 2020. XPS Pensions Consulting Limited, Registered No. 2459442. XPS Investment Limited, Registered No. 6242672. XPS Pensions Limited, Registered No. 03842603. 
XPS Administration Limited, Registered No. 9428346. XPS Pensions (RL) Limited, Registered No. 5817049. Trigon Professional Services Limited, Registered No. 12085392.

All registered at: Phoenix House, 1 Station Hill, Reading RG1 1NB.

XPS Investment Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for investment and general insurance business (FCA Register No. 528774).

This report should not be relied upon for detailed advice. Permission for reproduction of material in this document must be sought in advance of any public domain use.

Award winning

RATED TOP
for the fifth time in six years
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